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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Research issues in cognitive linguistics

June Luchjenbroers
University of Wales, Bangor

1. The cognitive linguistics agenda

Linguistics as a discipline aspires to capture the essence of communication, and how language is processed in the human brain. The exact path to achieving this aspiration however, has in past decades split into two major and substantially different approaches: the now, more traditional approach to language processing, referred to as the ‘Formal’ or ‘Orthodox’ approach (cf. Langacker 1988), and the Cognitive Linguistics approach. A significant point of contrast between these two theoretical approaches lies in whether linguistic processes are deemed essentially different from other cognitive processes, or not; and thus whether linguistic phenomena should therefore should be investigated separately (cf. Chomsky 1980; Fodor 1983), or not.

Although the goal of the Formal, generativist paradigm has been to provide cognitively oriented explanations rather than structural taxonomies, linguistics researchers from within the Cognitive Linguistics research community have brought challenge to a range of fundamental elements of the Formalist’s approach to language and cognition. In particular, cognitive linguistics challenges whether the brain is modular, as well as the role of logic and deduction as cognitive strategies for information processing (e.g., Langacker 1987, 1990); whether language in the brain is hardwired, as well as the validity of ‘mentalese’ (the supposed language of the mind, thought to be propositional in structure and possess logical attributes – cf. Fodor 1975; Pylyshyn 1984).

The Formalist paradigm has consistently reinforced the view that the representation of language is best seen as involving basic, symbolic building blocks and rules; and further that those building blocks are also autonomously processed – i.e., grammar is distinct from both the lexicon and semantics (cf. Newmeyer 1986;
Kempson 1991), and that semantics is distinct from pragmatics. However, researchers from within the cognitive linguistics community have repeatedly shown how a full appreciation of individual linguistic units requires the researcher to consider all parts of language analysis (cf. Fauconnier 1994; Lakoff 1987; Lakoff & Johnson 1990; Talmy 1996). The papers of this volume have been collected to illustrate how otherwise separate areas of linguistic concern can present a better clarification of the linguistic distributions in which units are produced in talk; as well as provide a deeper appreciation of the semantic richness of those linguistic units, not captured by Formalist approaches.

The cognitive linguistics agenda is to work toward a cognitively real approach to language processing; and for researchers from within the cognitive linguists community that means making ourselves amenable to research from disciplines outside the linguistics domain, such as psychology, A.I., Anthropology and philosophy, in addition to language related studies done within the linguistics spectrum. The papers in this volume are also drawn from a number of areas from within the cognitive sciences, to provide a more comprehensive appreciation of the multiplicity of the language units under investigation, as predicted and advocated by the cognitive linguistics approach to language and cognition.

However, the full breadth of the cognitive linguistics agenda involves more than identifying the nature of language processing, which in itself includes both language production and comprehension processes, it also presupposes the more primary concern of language categorization and representation in the mind. In this volume a number of papers illustrate how our understanding of grammar units are essentially semantic, and other papers are devoted to specifically clarifying the nature of conceptual structures.

Janda (2000) has also described the cognitive linguistics community as a group of researchers who embrace a concatenation of core concepts and goals, and who are emerged in the empirical observations of language behaviours across languages and disciplines. This does not subsume a single philosophical perspective toward the exact relation between language and mind; instead these core concepts capture the unifying principle that language, as representations in the mind and as the product of cognitive events, reflects the interaction of cultural, psychological, communicative and functional considerations.

2. Outline of this volume

As promised in the title of this collection, the total body of papers presents research across a variety of languages and language groups, as well show how particular elements of linguistic description draw upon otherwise separate aspects (or fields) of linguistic investigation. The languages include European languages – Basque,
Dutch, Spanish and Turkish, as well as different varieties of English (American, Australian, New Zealand, and Old English); Asian languages – Chinese and Japanese; Austronesian Languages – Malay and Tagalog; Bantu languages – Shona and Xhosa; as well as a number of examples drawn from Australian Aboriginal languages and cultures, such as Dyirbal and Western Australian communities. Despite possible differences in philosophical approach to the role of language in cognitive tasks, and differences in the methodology used as an avenue for linguistic investigation, these papers are similar in a fundamental way: they all share a commitment to the view that human categorization involves mental concepts that have fuzzy boundaries and are culturally and situation-based.

The selection of papers within this volume all concern how language comprehension and production involve conceptual mappings between varying domains of cognitive function. The three thematic subsections captured in this collection include (a) conceptual mappings involving cultural models. These involve specific types of knowledge that impact and sculpt the language outputs produced in talk. The second subsection (b), deals with computational models that emulate and hypothesize different features of the cognitive programming dealing with morphology, grammar, and sociolinguistic variation; while the third subsection of papers (c), focuses on specific components of linguistic description: semantics, grammar and discourse.

A very appropriate start to the first subsection, and to this volume, is the paper by Gary Palmer, “When does cognitive linguistics become cultural? Case studies in Tagalog voice and Shona noun classifiers” (Chapter 2). In this paper, Palmer outlines important fieldwork in which important theoretical concerns about grammatical representation and processing are dealt with. He argues for the cognitive and semantic underpinnings of grammatical phenomena in the form of ‘cultural schemas’. Evidence for his argument is provided by cross-linguistic data (from Dyirbal, Tagalog, and Shona), to illustrate how many lexical domains and grammatical constructions link either directly or indirectly to significant cultural models. Well known concepts from the cognitive sciences, such as ‘scenarios’ from Artificial Intelligence and psychology, and ‘Idealized Cognitive Models’ from linguistics, are incorporated in his treatment of grammatical voice and noun classifiers, which are presented as extraordinary polycentric categories that provide the key to understanding the discourse of these language communities.

After Palmer’s consideration of the role of culture (and thus experience) in explaining linguistic structure, the first thematic subsection continues with three other papers dealing with how different linguistic choices are manifest by each speaker’s conceptual representations of the world – Coulson & Oakley; Matlock; and Luchjenbroers. These papers, each drawing on different methodologies (discourse, experiment, and gesture), deal with different aspects of con-
ceptual representation: Coulson & Oakley's paper deals with conceptual blending; Matlock's paper with how information in memory is manifest in lexical retrieval; and Luchjenbroers deals with how cognitive strategies are evident in conversational gesture.

In the chapter by Seana Coulson and Todd Oakley, “Purple persuasion: Deliberative rhetoric and conceptual blending” (Chapter 3), the authors consider semantic structure in the form of ‘Conceptual Integration Theory’ (‘Blending Theory’). In their paper, the authors illustrate how blending is recruited in persuasive discourse. The data used include an email message encouraging people to vote in a US congressional election, and a church letter sent to encourage monetary donations to that church. With excerpts from these data, the authors show how simplified input models are blended to form integrated event scenarios, and how the strategic choice of input frames can provide a writer (or speaker) with the means to encourage a particular construal of events that will likely result in the target action(s). Coulson and Oakley argue that persuasion depends on ‘objects of agreement’, and the strategic choice of inputs to create a convincing blend will promote the perception of such agreement.

The following chapter (4), “Depicting fictive motion in drawings”, by Teenie Matlock, puts Len Talmy’s proposed, ‘fictive motion’ (1996) to the test, and thereby also cognitive theory dealing with conceptual representation and language processing. In this paper Matlock deals with motion verbs, and asks whether fictive motion plays a role in their comprehension. With a number of drawing experiments, she uncovers reliable evidence of a link between motion verbs and the mental simulation of the action conveyed by the verb: a link that involves a mentally simulated traversal or scanning of a trajectory. For example, manner information (such as slow, fast, or neutral) is depicted with longer, thinner or straighter lines for fast verbs than for slow verbs. The results given from three experiments challenge many traditional approaches to lexical representation, and provide strong evidence that comprehension taps into knowledge acquired from embodied experience.

The final paper of this subsection (Chapter 5), “Discourse, gesture, and mental spaces manoeuvers: Inside vs. outside F-space”, by June Luchjenbroers, investigates the dynamics of conversational gesture in terms of the physical space in which they occur during discourse. That space, also called the ‘comfort zone’ or ‘F-space’, is where speakers produce most of their gestures during discourse, and Luchjenbroers argues that speakers convey added meaning, relevant to mental spaces navigations (i.e., movements around conceptual structure), when they choose to locate their gestures inside the boundaries of that space, or when they physically stretch to place a gesture outside it. The examples offered in this paper also illustrate how a speaker’s choice of gesture can amplify, and sometimes supplement information provided by the lexical component; they also show how the loca-
tion of a gesture in relation to a speaker’s F-space conveys role relations relevant to the subject-matter being discussed. As such, a speaker’s gestural F-space can be an important source of information for all discourse participants to establish, navigate and disambiguate the many mental spaces that may be required during discourse.

These chapters are then followed by a new thematic subsection, that brings together research dealing with different computational models of the human cognitive system. These papers discuss different computation models for describing cognitive processes associated with the mental lexicon, in relation to morphology (Li); grammar (Schilperoord & Verhagen); and the phonological system (Warren).

The paper by Ping Li (Chapter 6), “In search of meaning: The acquisition of semantic structures and morphological systems”, presents a very different approach to cognitive processing, in that he utilizes computational models in the form of a connectionist network. In this paper Li challenges the Formalist assumption embraced by many areas in the cognitive sciences that language is best seen as involving basic, symbolic building blocks and rules. Using child language acquisition data, and in particular parental speech from the childes database, Li begins with the observation that young children learn word meanings by exploiting contextual information in the input; thus, lexical categories can be acquired by the computation of statistical regularities involving multiple constraining factors, and meaning is the emergent property of that process. The major part of this paper, however, is his consideration of a puzzle involving a ‘cryptotype’, in the form of the reversive prefix ‘un-’. The un- problem is described as essentially semantic for which there seems to be no regular rule to govern its use – e.g., we can ‘untie’ a bow but not ‘unmove’ a desk. Li’s study illustrates how the semantic features that unite different members of a cryptotype are represented in a complex distributed fashion (where feature overlaps occur across categories); a process that is accessible to native intuition but appears to defy traditional symbolic analysis.

In chapter Seven by Joost Schilperoord and Arie Verhagen, “Grammar and language production: Where do function words come from?”, the authors deal with the characterization of linguistic knowledge, in particular, organizational features of the mental lexicon and mental grammar. The practical application of this bigger picture issue is to ask the question, “how are function words selected during language production?”. In this quest, the authors first offer a theoretical consideration of language production models and the predictions that result from them. This is then followed by a usage based consideration of function words (prepositions and articles) and pauses, as they appear in the production of Dutch, oral dictations of routine business letters. The authors use cognitive linguistic views on the nature of linguistic knowledge to explain the evidence they have obtained regarding function words and how they are cognitively processed. In particular, they call into question assumptions in the literature that function words are stored